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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

The hubbub and hustle on outer eastern Melbourne’s most elevated traffic intersection as 

it angles round the giant shopping complex on Doncaster Hill is but a haze of time 

obscuring layers of lives and achievements. They are its underpinning plinth. Different 

people, different social aims, different ways of carving out success from this same ground 

- without which today’s demographic could not have flourished. This ridge has been a 

panorama of farms and fruit blossom, an aboriginal burial ground, and a unique island of 

sand from beneath a Devonian-era ocean that links it with the bayside beach of Brighton. 

 

Fruits of Their Labour: Orchard Empire to Urban Affluence is a series of cameo stories 

that spans 120 years of the family, community, industrial, and municipal evolution of two 

initially distinct communities, Doncaster and Waldau: Britons and Germans, who came in 

the mid-19
th
 century  as immigrant pioneers. Through their hopes and hardships, their 

tragedies and triumphs, we see them come to understand the qualities of the land and of 

each other. It shows the evolution of the two separate settlements into an homogenous 

community, as people shared their problems and their innovations and developed 

Victoria’s first orchard industry. Contrapuntal to their civic, religious and occupational 

co-operation, is their WW1 frictions.  

 

But this book is not just about Doncaster. The stories, set in a context of the prevailing wider 
Victorian historical experience, reveal the process of transformation not only to a society and a 

people’s way of life as it evolves from the survival mode of pioneers to prospering orchardists to 

a city-suburb, but to the landscape and environment itself as it changes from virgin bush, to 

rural hamlet, to vibrant city. Woven through it are the people’s social, educational and 

health needs and adaptations, the difficulties faced by the landless poor, and the particular 

problems faced by women: from being a woman on a newly developing mid-19th century 

orchard, to being a woman in a newly developing mid-20th century suburb. 

 

And perhaps most relevant to one of Australia’s 21
st
 century stresses, Fruits of Their Labour 

underlines the ability of immigrants from different cultures to work, live and love together. To 

share their innovative endeavours. To not only overcome individual difficulties, but to 

develop an industry important to the nation’s growth, and even its survival.  

 

Fruits of Their Labour contains letters, maps of the period, excerpts of old news stories, little-
known anecdotes about Dame Nellie Melba, Robert O’Hara Burke, the building of Princes’ 

Bridge and many photographs not published before. 

 

I lived in Doncaster for 37 years, for 25 of which I was a local journalist, and for the last 

seven of which I wrote weekly columns: Byways of Local History and Yesteryear, on the 

history of the district for two local newspapers. In 1996, Whitehorse Manningham’s 

Australiana Librarian Therese Robin commented that these stories: ‘represent an 

outstanding chronicle of the community life of Doncaster-Templestowe from first 

settlement to the present’.  

 

 



 



 

1 

SEEDS OF CIVILISATION 

 

 

 

Stand on Doncaster Hill today; look north to the mountains and south to the sea: the red 

weed of suburbia has crept over slopes once pink and white with orchard blossom.  

This once quiet rural hamlet, cradle of the Victorian fruit industry, has dissolved with 

the effervescence of change into a bustling city. The army of bulldozers that carved up its 

history with its hillsides, left only bituminous scars bearing names such as Thiele Street, 

Pettys Lane and Serpell’s Road as memorials to those who planted an empire in fruit and 

harvested it from an unwilling countryside 

Doncaster had grown fruit from 1853. Three decades ahead of other areas such as the 

Goulburn Valley. 

In 1853 there was no bridge across the narrow, steep-banked Koonung Koonung 

Creek that divided the Parishes of Boroondara and Bulleen (now cities of Balwyn and 

Manningham). At about the spot which is now the entrance to the Eastern Freeway, 

Gottlieb Thiele helped by a squatter named Kennedy whose hut was nearby, somehow 

got his bullocks safely across with their load of household goods, wheat and fruit 

seedlings. Heavy rains the year before had so hindered this only available form of goods 

transport, that a hundred-mile trip had taken three months for one group of settlers, with 

many of their possessions lost through jolting and tip-overs. Phillipine Thiele murmured 

a relieved prayer that the dray had not slipped on the muddy banks. Little . and Adelaide 

were safely over. Their cow trudged behind, unconcerned. 

It had been a day’s walk from Melbourne. A land investor owned the surrounding 

area and planned for it a township, to be called Carleton. But Kennedy’s Crossing, it was 

called, for years. The Thieles had left civilization five miles behind at the sprawling 

market garden village of Kew and now stood on the edge of the vast forest of the 

Carleton Estate. Ten acres of it was theirs. Gottlieb had paid one hundred and eight 

pounds for it to a Edwin Quin, and hoped they had done the right thing. 

The map Gottlieb had showed estates and boundaries, but directions were vague. 

Oswald, a bright lad, helped his father plot the way. Oswald would one day teach the boy 

whose name was given to Victoria’s second university: Monash, would see his own son a 

professor and knighted (Sir Edmund Teale), and his as yet unborn brothers, Friedrich A. 

(Fred) and Alfred, recognized as leading authorities on fruit growing in Australia.  

For now, Gottlieb mused only on the way ahead through this unfamiliar landscape to 

his ten acre plot. Still, it was a good country, a free country, where one could worship as 

one’s soul dictated. In the five years since they had left their native Silesia to escape the 

religious regimentation imposed by Prussia, the Thieles had been grateful for this 

freedom. 

Gottlieb had been a military tailor. In Melbourne he became established in Bourke 

Street as a fashionable maker of men’s clothing, under the friendly patronage of 

Superintendent La Trobe. Then the 1851 gold rush came and there was hardly a man left 

in Melbourne for whom he could make suits. 

Between 1851 and 1853 the gold rush had left the streets and houses of the town 

almost empty of men. One day as little Oswald stood by the roadside in Johnston Street, 



 

Collingwood, a bright-eyed man wearing a red Garibaldi shirt rode along on a donkey. 

His hands were in his pockets, instead of on the reins. Oswald wondered. Was he about 

to throw a treat to children? A lolly or peanut scramble? 

It was not peanuts the man threw from his pockets, but sovereigns! Gold sovereigns 

for the gathering crowd of children, women and old men. The happy horseman - or 

donkeyman - was fresh from success at the goldfields.  

Gottlieb had once exchanged scissors and needle for a pick and shovel at Bendigo, 

but his success with gold then was as sparse as was his knowledge of farming now, on 

his way to his parcel of land at Doncaster. He had the vague idea of growing wheat to 

take to the goldfields. 

His doctor had urged him out of the cutting room. He mused now on the irony of it: 

anyone who could negotiate this stump-riddled track which led to the Anderson’s Creek 

Diggings (Warrandyte) needed to be in the peak of health. 

As Gottlieb paused for breath half way up the steep hill that still lay between him and 

his land, he saw Thomas Petty’s tent down by the creek. Phillipine hoped this would 

mean a woman’s company for her. 

 

Alongside the road up the hill were post and rail fences closing off cattle runs, and a few 

scattered bush workers’ huts. From one of these near the top of the hill, Doncaster’s first-

born white child, twelve years old Margaret Harbour, ran to gaze at the Thieles and their 

dray. Her father, William Harbour (also spelled Harber, Harboir and Harbeur), a 

ploughman, had been sentenced in 1831 to seven years transportation for stealing a fowl, 

and two years later conveyed to Tasmania on the sailing ship Lotus. Given his ticket-of-

leave, he married Catherine Crafty in Launceston in 1840. By the next year they were in 

Doncaster’s Stringybark Forest and Margaret had been born. William made good. The 

year our story unfolds he bought land on the south side of the Koonung Koonung Creek. 

When sold seven years later he donated part of it to be made into Box Hill’s Woodhouse 

Grove. By then, Margaret, at eighteen, had married new settler William Beavis and 

would found another Doncaster dynasty (see From rubble to Rarity). Now Catherine 

Harbour stood in the doorway of her hut, drying her hands on her apron, and shyly waved 

a welcome to the Thieles. 

A bit further along the road was a bark hut. Bill Thompson had put it up the year 

before, making what is believed to have been the first building in Doncaster. On this high 

ridge track to the Anderson’s Creek diggings, Bill’s bark hut was claimed by 1916 folk 

historian Thomas Robinson to have been the only house between Richmond and the 

Parish of Bulleen (that is, as far east as Hunts Lane (Springvale Road). A lone seed of 

civilization. Fortuitously planted on the site of the future Doncaster Shire Hall, in what 

would become Council Street. 

 

Thomas Petty was more suited to weaving a tent than to living in one. He had been a 

partner in a Bradford, Yorkshire, cotton mill with his brother Robert, a designer, and had 

once gone to Germany to teach the latest weaving techniques to its craftsmen. A slump in 

the cotton industry and a sea voyage advised by his doctor ‘for the good of his eyesight’ 

had brought him on the good ship Red Jacket to Australia. To while away the months at 

sea he wove a pair of lace curtains. They were used continually by his descendants for 

one hundred years. 



 

So here he was, on his hill. He liked it. He decided to settle. 

During the next one hundred years his sons and grandsons would become leaders of a 

new industry in a new land. For the hardworking Pettys, straight as the stringy-barks 

under which he now camped, and with the ingenuity of which legend is made, this was 

inevitable. 



 



 

For now, Thomas batched in his tent and prepared a livelihood and a home for his wife 

Jane and five little ones still in England. When all was ready he would send for them. 

Thomas had been alone for four years when his son Henry made the long sea voyage 

alone from Bradford to join him. The next year he sent for the rest of the family, writing 

proudly of the ‘two-storied’ house he had built. 

Jane, with Tom who had just returned from two years helping Uncle Robert in 

Germany, with Elizabeth, George Thompson, and John, walked to Doncaster all the way 

from Sandridge (Port Melbourne) and were excited at the prospect of seeing their father. 

But they ran in fright from the bearded, sunburned man who hurried down the hill to 

greet them. They thought he was a ‘blackfellow’. 

Jane glanced past the little cottage with its rope ladder leading to an attic, its earth 

floors covered with sacking, and looked for her two-storied house. She had imagined it 

would be much the same as the grand house she had been used to in England. Then she 

realized: this was it!  

She cried every night for three weeks. 

Like most of the women at first. Not so much because of the hardships, but because 

of the strangeness of animal noises at night in the bush and of imagined unfriendly black 

people. 

Later, with pioneering pride, Jane boasted the first wooden floors in the district. 

When, twenty-two years later, Thomas was killed in an accident, she farmed their forty-

seven acres on her own. 

  


